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ABSTRACT 
The problem of comparing the ordinary least-squares estimator j?l and the re- 
stricted least-squares estimator p* with respect to a weighted quadratic risk under the 
normal linear regression model in which restrictions are not known to be true is 
approached in the literature either (i) by choosing the weight matrix in a special form 
such that the corresponding necessary and sufficient conditions become operational or 
(ii) by replacing these necessary and sufficient conditions with weaker sufficient 
conditions, which may lead, however, to a region of uncertainty where neither 
dominance of /3* over l?t nor dominance of l!l over l3* is demonstrable. This note 
shows that the two approaches are partially reconcihable, in the sense that the class of 
weight matrices which are appropriate for approach (i) coincides with the class of 
weight matrices for which the region of uncertainty disappears in approach (ii). 
Moreover, a number of alternative characterizations of this class are given, and a 
useful invariance property is established. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let M = {Y,Xp, a21} denote the linear regression model in which Y is an 
n X 1 random vector, distributed normally with expectation E(Y) = Xfi and 
with dispersion matrix D(Y) = a21, where X is a known n X p matrix of lull 
column rank, j3 is a p x 1 vector of unknown parameters, I is the identity 
matrix of order n, and a2 is an unknown positive scalar. If p in M is free to 
vary over Iw p, then its minimumdispersion linear unbiased estimator 
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(MDLUE) is 
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fl =s-lX'Y, (1.1) 
where X’ denotes the transpose of X and S = XX. The matrix risk of fi is 
M@)=E[(ih3)(~-j$] =&-‘, (1.2) 
and the W-weighted quadratic risk of fi is 
pw(fi)=E[(B-p)‘W(B-R)] =tr[WM(B)] =a’tr(WS’), (1.3) 
where W is a p X p positive definite matrix and tr( .) denotes the trace. 
Given an m X p matrix R of full row rank and an m X 1 vector r, let 
f@>=RP-r, (1.4) 
and consider the estimator 
R*=fi-UT-%@), 0.5) 
where U = S - iR’, T = RS ‘R’, and B is as specified in (1.1). It is well 
known that if S(B) = 0, then p* given in (1.5) is the MDLUE of p under the 
restricted linear model M, = {Y, Xf3 16(p) = 0, (J ‘I} and dominates p with 
respect to the matrix risk in the sense of the Lijwner pa@l ordering 
M( p*) < M(p); i.e. [cf. Marshall and Olkin (1979, p. 462)], M(R) - M(P*) is 
a nonnegative definite matrix. Consequently, in this case /3* dominates p also 
with respect to any weighted quadratic risk, i.e., pw( p*) < pw( B) for every 
W. 
However, if 6 ( p) # 0, then p* is a biased estimator of p under the model 
M = {Y,Xp, ~~1). Its risks are 
M(R*)=a2(S-‘-UT-‘U’)+UT-%(P)i@)‘T-’U (1.6) 
and 
pw(R*) =u2tr[W(S-‘-UT-‘U’)] +G(S)‘T-‘U’WUT-‘G(p), (1.7) 
and the uniform dominance of /3* over s is no longer true. Nevertheless, 
even in such cases p* might be preferred to b provided that the restrictions 
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6(p) = 0 are only mildly incorrect. Toro-Vizcan-ondo and Wallace (1968) 
proved that M( /3*) ,< M(p) if and only if 
where 




This result was sypplemented in Baksalary and Pordzik (1985) by showing 
that M( p*) < M(P) if and only if m = 1 and h(J3, a’) > i. A very important 
property of the criterion (1.8) is that a test of the corresponding hypothesis 
can be made using the fact that X(J3, a2) is the noncentrality parameter of 
the distribution of the statistic 
6( &‘T-%( 0) n-p .- 
F= Y’(I-XS-‘X’)Y m ’ 
(1.10) 
which provides the usual test for the hypothesis H,: 6( 0) = 0 under the 
model M. Tables of the critical points for the distribution .Fk,1.1,2, i.e., the 
noncentral F distribution with k numerator and I denominator degrees of 
freedom and noncentrality parameter 8, were given by Wallace and Toro- 
Vizcarrondo (1969). 
This note refers to the situation *when the criterion (1.8) based on the 
comparison between M( p*) and M(p) is regarded as too stringent and its 
analogue based on the comparison between pw( J3*) and pw( B) is taken into 
account. Generalizing Wallace (1972, p. 692): Judge and Bock (1978, p. 31) 
established that the inequality pw( p*) < pw( J3) holds if and only if 
tr(K) 
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K = T - ‘/zU’WUT - l/2 (1.13) 
In this paper, the criterion (1.11) is said to be operational when yw( J$ a2) is 
a constant times the noncentrality parameter of the distribution of an 
F-statistic providing the usual test for some linear hypothesis under the 
normal model M = {Y,Xp, ~~1). 
It appears that it is impossible to render (1.11) operational in general, and 
two approaches to resolving this difficulty have been proposed in the 
literature. The crucial point of the first approach is to choose the weight 
matrix W in a special form. In particular, Wallace (1972, p. 696) recom- 
mended the choice W = S, in which case yw( l3, a2) = A( J3, a2) and tr(K) = m. 
Tables of the critical points for the distribution Fk,l;.,2 were given by 
Goodnight and Wallace (1972). The second approach consists in replacing 
the necessary and sufficient condition (1.11) and its counterpart for pw( p) < 
pw( J3*) by conditions which are only sufficient by expressible through 
A( p, a2). Following Wallace (1972, p. 693) and Yancey, Judge, and Bock 
(1973) Judge and Bock (1978, Section 2.3.4) showed that pw( J3*) < pw( b) if 
A(& 0”) < tr(K)/(2[,) and that pw(B) < &P*) if X(P, 02) < tr(K)/(25,), 
where ti> ... > t,,, ( > 0) are the eigenvalues of 
quence of this approach is that in the region 
tr (K) tr (K) 
--<~X(P,a2)<--- 
25, 25, 
K. However, a conse- 
(1.14) 
of the pa!ameter space of the _model M = {Y, Xp, u 21}, neither dominance of 
J3* over J3 nor dominance of p over /!l* is demonstrable. 
From the purely algebraic point of view, it is clear that the region of 
uncertainty (1.14) disappears if and only if all the eigenvalues of K defined in 
(1.13) are equal, i.e., if and only if 
U’WU = CT (i.e., RS- ‘WS - ‘R’ = cRS - ‘R’) for some c > 0. 
(1.15) 
In this note, it is shown that this property admits an interesting statistical 
interpretation, viz. it is a necessary and sufficient condition for the criterion 
(1.11) to be operational. This may be viewed as a kind of reconciliation 
between the two approaches proposed in the literature to overcoAme the 
difficulty inherent in the problem of comparing pw(J3*) with pw(Jl) with 
respect to the choice of W satisfying (1.15). 
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2. RESULTS 
The theorem below comprises several characterizations of all those posi- 
tive definite matrices W which specify the weighted quadratic risk function 
with certain desirable properties. For a given matrix A, the symbols .%‘(A) 
and _&“(A) denote the range and null space of A, while PA and QA stand for 
the orthogonal projectors onto W(A) and N(A’), respectively. 
THEOREM. Let W be a p x p positive definite matrix, let C = 
S’R’(RSS’R’)-‘RS’ (i.e., C = S-1~2Pss~~~nS1~2), and let [I >, . . . >, [,,, 
be the positive eigenvalues of CW. Then for the problem of comparing p* 
with b with respect to the W-weighted quadratic risk under the model 
M = {Y,Xp, a21}, the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) the region of uncertainty (1.14) disappears, 
(b) the criterion (1.11) is operational, 
(c) 5, = 5,,,> i.e., all the nonzero eigenvalues of CW are equal, 
(d) tr(CW) = mE1, 
(e) tr(CW) = m5,,,, 
(f) [tr(CW)]’ = m tr[(CW)‘], 
(g) W satisfies the equation RS-‘WS-‘R’= cRS-‘R’ for some c > 0, in 
which case c = tr(CW)/m, 
(h) W admits u representation of the form 
W = c(V,h-‘Vi’ +V,GV,’ +V$G’V; +V,HV,‘), 
where c is an arbitrary positive scalar; Vi, V,, and A constitute a spectral 
decomposition C = (Vi : V,)diag( A, O)(V, : Va)‘; H is an arbitrary positive 
definite matrix of order p - m; and G is an arbitrary m x (p - m) matrix 
such that H - G’AG is positive definite, 
(i) W admits a representation of the form 
w = c(Pss,n, +QS-~RrZ)S(PSm~R, +QS-lR,Z)‘> 
where Z is an arbitrary p x p matrix such that N(RS-‘)n X(Z’) = (0) 
and %‘(S’R’)n .%‘(Z’QsslR,) = (0). 
Proof. Since the nonzero eigenvalues of A ,A 2 and A, A, are the same 
[see, e.g., Marshall and Olkin (1979, p. ZlS)], it follows for A, = UT-‘/2 and 
A, = T-‘/2U’W that the eigenvalues of K, defined in (1.13), coincide with 
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the nonzero eigenvalues of CW. Consequently, from (1.14) and (1.15) it 
follows straightforwardly that (a) e (c) d (g). Since tr(CW) = ti f . . + .$,,,, 
conditions (d) and (e) assert that the arithmetic mean of the positive 
eigenvalues of CW is equal to the largest or the smallest of them, respec- 
tively, and hence it is clear that (d) Q(C) e(e). The part (f) a(c) is an 
immediate consequence of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality [see also Corollary 
2.2(i) in Wolkowicz and Styan (1980)]. The representations of W in (h) and 
(i) are obtained by applying Theorems 2 and 3 in Baksalary (1984) to the 
equation AVA’ = B with A = RS ‘, B = RS - ‘R’, and an unknown positive 
definite V = c_rW. This completes the algebraic part of the proof. 
In the statistical part we establish that (b) a(g). For the proof that 
(b) * (g) consider a linear hypothesis H, : 6,(R) = 0, where 6,(R) = R,P - ri, 
with some mi X p matrix R, of rank m, and some ml X 1 vector ri. The 
correspondirzg F-statistic has the form in (1.10) with m, 6(b), and T replaced 
by m,, S,(p), and T, = R,S-lR’i, respectively. This statistic follows the 
distribution sF,l,, ,, up: x,(B,O~j, where X,( R, a’) = a,( P)‘T; ‘a,( P)/(2a2). Con- 
sequently, the criterion (1.11) is operational if and only if there exist R i, rl, 
and c > 0 such that yw(/3, a’) = ch,(R, a2) for every p X 1 vector p, or, 
equivalently, 
YW(B>U2> =cq-b2) for every n X 1 vector Y. (2.1) 
Occurring in the numerator of the F-statistic for testing H,: 6,(R) = 0, the 
quadratic form 2X i( p,*u2) is distributed as a chi-square variable. Then (2.1) 
implies that 2cP iy,+,( l3, u2) is also distributed as a chi-square variable. But 
2c-‘y,( l’$ a”) may be represented as the quadratic form z’Az, with 
(2.2) 
and 
A = c-‘T-‘U’WUT-’ (2.3) 
where T = RS - ‘R’ and U = S ‘R’. Since the dispersion matrix T in (2.2) is 
positive definite, it follows by the result due to Carpenter (1950) [cf., e.g., 
Srivastava and Khatri (1979, Corollary 2.11.2)] that Z’AZ has a chi-square 
distribution if and only if ATA = A. In view of (2.3) and due to nonsingular- 
ity of RS ‘WS iR’, this equation is equivalent to that in (g), thus establish- 
ing that (b) * (g). Finally, from (1.9) and (1.12) it is clear that if condition (g) 
holds, then yw( R, u2) = cX( R, u2). Consequently, since X( R, a2) is the non- 
centrality parameter of the distribution of the statistic (1.10) corresponding to 
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the hypothesis H,: 6( /3) = 0, it follows that (g) * (b), thus concluding the 
proof. n 
It appears that the weight matrices characterized in the theorem satisfy a 
useful invariance property. 
COROLLARY. The problem of comparing p* with p with respect to a 
W-weighted quadratic risk under the model M = {Y,Xp, 0’1) is invariant 
under the choice of W such that the region of uncertainty (1.14) disappears, 
or, equivalently, the criterion (1.11) is operational; viz. for every W 
satisfying R!V’WS~‘R’= cRS-‘R’ the inequality pw(p*) < pw(p) be- 
comes equivalent to A( p, (3 2, < m/2. 
In his seminal article, Wallace (1972) rejected the idea of a test based on 
A(j3, a2) < tr(K)/(2<,), which is dependent on W, in favor of a simpler test 
derived by setting W = S, i.e., based on X( p, a2) < m/2. One of the reasons 
he gave for refraining from the former test was that he doubted whether it 
would be economic to perform the necessary numerical integration to obtain 
the requisite critical values, which may be different for different choices of 
W. The corollary above shows that the practical difficulties which Wallace 
eschewed are avoidable not only for W = S, which embodies a measure of the 
natural distance between Xp* and Xs, but for all those weight matrices W 
for which the two approaches to comparing /3* with b with respect to a 
W-weighted quadratic risk are reconciliable; cf. the last paragraph of Section 
1. It should be pointed out, however, that W = S remains the most natural 
and appropriate choice among all weight matrices characterized by (h) or (i) 
in the theorem. 
The authors are very grateful to refflees for their helpful comments on 
earlier versions of this paper. 
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